License Application Form

To: Railway Technical Research Institute (RTRI)
2-8-38 Hikari-cho Kokubunjishi, Tokyo 185-8540 JAPAN

[Check Relevant □]
I/We hereby ask you a non-exclusive license to □ reproduce and □ distribute copies of (in □ paper media, □ electronic form, □ broadcast and □ via network system) part(s) of your copyrighted work as specified in (a) in my/our work as specified in (b), and to grant the publisher as specified in (b)(4) a sublicense to do the same, subject to the terms as specified in (c).

(a) Your Work:
(1) Writer(s): _______________________________________________________________
(2) Book or Journal Title (Edition, Volume or Issue to be specified, as applicable):
   Article Title: _______________________________________________________________
   (3) Category: □ Book □ Magazine Article □ Web Content
   (4) Year of Publication: _______________________________________________________
   (5) Page(s) or URL: _________________________________________________________
   (6) Part(s) to be reproduced: _________________________________________________

(b) My/Our Work:
(1) Writer(s): _______________________________________________________________
(2) Book or Journal Title (Edition, Volume or Issue to be specified, as applicable):
   Article Title: _______________________________________________________________
   (3) Category: □ Book □ Magazine Article □ Web Content
   (4) Publisher: _______________________________________________________________
   (5) Page(s) or URL: _________________________________________________________
   (6) Purpose: □ Profitable Business □ Non-profitable Activities □ Government Work

(c) Terms:
(1) I/We shall indicate the source of the licensed part(s) according to the fair
    customs and the copyright notice;
(2) I/We shall take appropriate means to prevent unauthorized reproduction of the
    licensed part(s) by any third party, including but not limited to warning
    sentences, technological protection or encoding:
(3) I/We shall not alter or modify any chart, table, figure or image in the licensed part(s), unless approved by you in writing and in advance and subject to indication of alteration/modification and such approval;

(4) I/We shall provide you with a complete copy of My/Our Work as specimen or a copy of relevant part(s) of My/Our Work reproducing the licensed part(s), immediately upon publication;

(5) Scope of license shall be worldwide, unless otherwise agreed;

(6) My/Our Work shall not be published as private print or vanity press;

(7) You make no warranty, express or implied, on the licensed part(s): and

(8) I/We shall comply with other additional terms as agreed with you.

I/We acknowledge and recognize that you have sole discretion to or not to grant any license as I/we are asking, that I/we never obtain any right or license solely upon making this application unless I/we agree with you in writing, that you might propose additional terms, that, in the event that we ask a license on any of your work derived from any third party’s work, we have to obtain an appropriate license by such third party in advance, and that you never grant any license against private print or vanity press.

Name(Signature) : ____________________________
Print Name:
Title:
Institution/Company:
Address:
E-mail:
Date: